
THE WORLD’S BEST BLOGS

How we found them;
Who they are;

What they’ve got to say



How do you
find the best
350 of 133
million blogs?

We
search
far and
wide:



We
search
deeply:
We use the
blog rolls of
good blogs to
find other
good blogs



We check
thoroughly:
We dive deeply into
all the bloggers’
archives to make
sure there are no
surprises



We have already
discovered 176
of the “World’s
Best Bloggers”!

AMERICAS
Country      Goal/Actual
Argentina 5/9
Brazil 10/11
Canada 7/9
Chile 3/6
Colombia 5/5
Costa Rica 3/5
DR/Haiti 3/6
Mexico 5/7
UN 3/3
Venezuela 5/6

AFRICA
Country       Goal/Actual
Congo 3/6
Ghana 3/5
Kenya 5/5
Liberia 3/5
Nigeria 5/6
South Africa 10/12
Sudan 3/6

MIDDLE EAST
Country        Goal/Actual
Algeria 3/
Egypt 5/10
Jordan 3/
Iran 5/
Israel/Pales. 10/15
Lebanon 3/
Morocco 3/
Saudi Arabia 3/
UAE/Dubai 3/

EUROPE
Country        Goal/Actual
Balkans 5/
Belgium 3/
Czech Rep. 3/
France 5/12
Germany 5/5
Ireland 5/9
Italy 5/8
Poland 3/6
Russia 10/
Spain 4/6
Sweden 3/
Turkey 5/
UK/London 10/

ASIA
Country        Goal/Actual
Australia 5/
China 10/15
India 10/1
Indonesia 3/
Japan 10/
Philippines 3/
Singapore 3/
South Korea 5/
Thailand 3/
Vietnam 10/
Pakistan 5/



Who are
these
guys?

Doctors
Lawyers
Chefs
Authors
Missionaries
Marketers
Techies
Journalists
Students
Moms
Social workers
Astronomers
Ski bums
Nurses
Cartoonists

Ex-patriots
Dancers
Truckers
Vintners
Historians
Professors
Engineers
Photographers
Taxi drivers
Comedians
CPAs
Ecologists
Park rangers
Retirees
Teachers



What do
they have
to say?

Politics
Fashion
Environment
Education
Transportation
Wine
Books
Travel
Religion
Healthcare
The arts

A LOT!
About:

Racism
Government
Music
Revolution
Dance
Technology
Business
Health
Role of Women
Sports
And much more…



MEET THE
INTERNS

Alex Pearlman
Suffolk Univ.

Andi Rothwell
Emerson College

April Gardner
Web media producer

Carol Lieb
Photo Chief

Darcy Hoffman
Emerson College

Frank Costello
Programmer

Nicole Barrish
Emerson College

Joe Pinciaro
Emerson College

Lily Yuhas
Emerson College

Natalie Perlin
Media Producer

Karlyn Smith
Boston University



Let’s meet a
few of the
bloggers
and see
what they
have to say:



GHANA:
by Intern Andi Rothwell

“Ghanaians are
known to be
characteristically
ingenious in the
manner in which
they can build
things from
scratch, even with
the rudiments of
anything — be it a
smashed-up car,
or some wood to
build coffins
shaped like cars
or coca-cola
bottles.”

BLOGGER: A technology journalist



GHANA:
by Intern Andi Rothwell

“We were a procession,
a snake-like pinkish
spectacle, chained
together by sweaty fists
and with a look of fear
and excitement in our
eyes. All conscious of
where our money was
hidden – strapped to
our moist middles,
under our cotton t-
shirts and missionary
style long shapeless
flower skirts
(prescribed by the
NGO offices at home).”

BLOGGER: A Canadian
woman living in Ghana



NIGERIA:
by Intern Karlyn Smith

"One of the most
annoying sites I
see littered
around Nigeria or
even in the
diaspora these
days, is two
Nigerians or
more, gathering
together to
complain about
Nigeria. It’s so
easy to make
friends these
days, just talking
rubbish about our
country."

BLOGGER: Electrical engineer and
motivational speaker



“In the meantime, parts of southern Sudan and
northern Uganda still live in constant fear of these
child-abducting rebels! In southern Sudan, they
are called ‘Tong Tong‘ meaning those who chop
off people’s arms. The Tong Tong have left a trail
of chaos, disaster, and tragedy.”

BLOGGER: A refugee who has returned

SUDAN:
by Intern Nicole Barrish



SUDAN:
by Intern Nicole Barrish

“A tall slim chick stepped into the place. She
was all African beauty piled into one person.
God was so generous to have given her all
these qualities! However, her face did not
register the fun the place was set to see. You
could tell she was out on a payback trip.”

BLOGGER: A doctor from Southern Sudan



“I don’t want a leader who stands just for his
own survival. I want a leader who will make
sure that I, along with 46-million odd South
Africans, don’t just survive but thrive.”

BLOGGER: S. African marketing exec

SOUTH AFRICA:
by Intern Darcy Hoffman



SOUTH AFRICA:
by Intern Darcy Hoffman

“I am from Africa. I am from blue
skies, tropical breezes, and sunshine
on my back. I am from tall trees that
throw great shadows. I am from
monkeys in the garden and a
chameleon on a bush. I am from
mountains that rarely see snow,
beaches with huge waves, sharks
behind the shoreline.”

BLOGGER: Native S. African author living in Germany 



“Santiago residents are exposed to
dangerous carbon monoxide levels
… In other words, raising children in
Santiago is likely a form of child
abuse. And extending the analogy,
the government's negligence to find
and enact a real solution is abuse of
its citizens."

BLOGGER: Anonymous  

CHILE
by Intern Andi Rothwell



CHILE
by Intern Andi Rothwell

“Thursday is
Chile's
Independence day
It will mean
dancing cueca,
gobbling
empanadas at
free-standing
fondas in the
parks, sipping non-
alcoholic mote con
huesillo (a drink of
barleycorns and
dried peaches) ,
and quaffing
chicha (a mildly
alcoholic drink
fermented from
apples or grapes).”

BLOGGER: English mom
married to a Chilaen



“The 17-year-old
mother of two never
reached home. Five
days later, her body
was found on waste
ground wrapped in a
blanket, displaying
signs of physical
and sexual abuse.
She had been held
captive for several
days before she was
killed. Lilia Alejandra
is one of the 370
women who have
disappeared in the
Chihuahua state
since 1993.”

BLOGGER: Personal blog of LAT Mexico reporter

MEXICO
by Intern Lily Yuhas



MEXICO
by Intern Lily Yuhas

“Millions of Americans point to Ellis
Island as the place where their
family was first introduced to the
United States. Others trace their
ancestry to ships that dropped
anchor centuries ago in New
England ... My father? He fondly
remembers the comfortable space
in the trunk of a Chevy Bel Air that
was his ticket to the American
dream.”

BLOGGER: A Mexican-American trucker of 35 years 



VENEZUELA
by Intern Joe Pinciaro

“So picture this: In
my room;  a
gorgeous, dark,
young
Venezuelan, his
top off, dancing
unselfconsciously
to music, he sees
a book on my shelf
called something
like ‘new socialism’
and takes it down
excitedly and
browses through it,
still dancing, “this
is great stuff!” and
he starts reading
out chapter titles,
“have you read
this?”

BLOGGER: Australian ex-pat activist 



VENEZUELA
by Intern Joe Pinciaro

“In 1996, in barrio after barrio we heard the same
story: the incumbent, Jorge Carvajal, was going
around handing out bags of groceries on his
recorridos. In hindsight, from the perspective of
Chavismo's freebie washing machines, it seems
almost quaint now that a bag of groceries is all
the adecos used to hand out.”

BLOGGER: Two anonymous bloggers since ’02



ARGENTINA
by Intern Darcy Hoffman

“Which is our real religion? Is it beef?
Or Tango? Or What? It doesn`t matter;
the important thing is that if you are
visiting the country or trying to
understand our culture; don`t picture us
as a Catholic country cause we are not.
The majority of the people think that a
priest is as dangerous as a policeman.”

BLOGGER: A Buenos Aires student



COLOMBIA
by Intern Nicole Barrish

“There have been dozens of ceremonies in the
AUC’s ‘peace process,’ but this was the first that
descended into chaos. Uniforms and webbing were
burnt, but no one had thought to remove the
munitions from pockets, and a grenade exploded ...”

BLOGGER: Journalist working in Colombia



“The purpose of this blog is to destroy stereotypes, ones
Brazilians have of Americans and more importantly,
ones Americans have of Brazilians. Americans have a
skewed view of Brazil because the media perpetuate
stereotypes. Many Americans assume Brazil is a beach-
lined jungle full of naked women samba-ing while men
bounce soccer balls off of their heads.”

BLOGGER: Young American living, working in Brazil

BRAZIL
by Intern Karlyn Smith



BRAZIL
by Intern Karlyn Smith

“As the flooded area dries up, many fish are
stranded. They become food for the vultures. The
last survivors take refuge in a hole that used to be an
open well. That dried up and (we) rescued more than
400 fish and took them across the road to a spring-
fed body of water called Poço Branco.”

BLOGGER: American in Brazil since ’79



“I have been
at my watch
just since just
after dawn. It
has been
quiet so far. I
am watching
on top of a
ridge
overlooking a
low area we
call “The Root
Gut”. Moose
like to walk
along it. I have
only seen one
grouse. If the
guys knew I
was blogging
from here…”

BLOGGER: Newfoundland native, writer

CANADA
by Intern Frank Costello



CANADA
by Intern Frank Costello

“War brides -- the
English women
who followed our
soldiers home at
the end of the war.
They left the
relatively modern, if
damaged, shores of
England and found
themselves in the
primitive islands
and outports of
Newfoundland.
There had to have
been major, major
culture shock.
Check out the video
to hear the story of
one such war bride”

BLOGGER: Ontario hunter, fisherman



IRELAND
by Intern Nicole Barrish

An all-photo blog of Dublin fashion
BLOGGER:
Dublin taxi driver



EGYPT
by Intern Natalie Perlin

BLOGGER: An Egyptian freelance cartoonist



EGYPT
by Intern Natalie Perlin

“Having the economic privilege to spend a few
summers in Cairo or to study abroad in Dubai does
not give you the authority to speak about Middle
Eastern culture. Dating a Saudi guy does not give
you the authority to speak about Islam. Or about
Muslim men. Knowing some Muslim women through
work or as friends does not give you the authority to
speak for them or the rest of Muslim women.”

BLOGGER:  Four women dedicated to feminist thought & activism in Islam



“I am not convinced that most of the those who
lament the lack of a Palestinian Gandhi do so
sincerely.  Non-violence might be an effective
means of realizing Palestinian rights, but I do not
believe the people who criticize Palestinians for
not adopting it are necessarily interested in
seeing the Palestinians realize their rights at all.”

BLOGGER: Mother & CPA

ISREAL &
PALESTINE
by Intern Alex Pearlman



“Yikes! You’re interviewing with the boss in one hour
and you haven’t a thing to wear! Check your closet
again. See those jeans? No, not the Tel Aviv pair
with the hole in the crotch. The nice jeans. Put them
on (the other ones you can wear once you’re hired.)
For the ladies, cleavage is also encouraged in the
Israeli job interview and workplace.”

BLOGGER:  An Israeli comedian

ISREAL &
PALESTINE
by Intern Alex Pearlman



ISREAL &
PALESTINE
by Intern Alex Pearlman

“I'm not sure I ever
understood the
concept of peace until
Elie went into the
army. Peace is not just
about a lack of
violence, it's about so
much more. Peace is
… about not checking
your phone for
messages. It’s about
not getting phone calls
in the middle of the
night and wondering
why your heart is still
beating when the fright
should have killed
you.”

BLOGGER: Mother of this Israeli soldier



FRANCE
by Intern Darcy Hofmann

High on the list of Paris stereotypes is dog turd. My
shoes (if they could talk, oh, the stories they could tell)
can attest to the fact that there’s no fictive base to this
one. It comes down to more dogs in confined urban
surrounds, inconsiderate owners (they have huge
huskies better suited to Siberian snowdrifts than the
Parisian concrete jungle), and a reluctance to pooper-
scoop. That’s it, plain and simple.

BLOGGER: Ex-pat living in Paris



FRANCE
by Intern Darcy Hofmann

“An estimated 62%
of my cooking begins
with me lying in bed,
thinking about some
ingredient that needs
using. The challenge
was this: I had a bit
of a dairy glut in the
fridge, and in
particular, a scant
half tub of organic
crème fraîche that
had been open for
three or four days,
and which I was
determined to use
before it got any
crazy idea like
turning rancid or
growing a beard.”

BLOGGER:
Native Parisian
chef and author



FRANCE
by Intern Darcy Hofmann

“This being a Franco-centric blog, it is of course
tempting to see the development in Sarko-centric
terms, but that would probably be a mistake. To be
sure, Jean-Claude Juncker is probably savoring his
victory in the long guéguerre with Sarkozy, but the
result is overdetermined. The EU does not have the
institutional resources to manage economic policy at
the transnational level. It can't tax and it can't spend.
So an intergovernmental implementation was
always in the cards.”

BLOGGER: Writer,
translator, editorial
board member



ITALY
by Intern Joe Pinciarro

"The world for me is politics and food. Politically
the Italians are. . . how to put this? Irrelevant. No
one anywhere, ever, asks the question: But how
will the Italians react? Italy is not in the game.
Russia’s in the game. China. Germany. France.
Britain. India. Japan. Even Iran. And of course the
US owns the game ball. But Italy? No one gives a
ripe fig what Italy has to say about anything. Even
the Italians don’t care. In terms of international
politics Italy might as well be Uruguay."
BLOGGER: North Carolina
author who moved to
Tuscany with his wife and
two children.



GERMANY
by Intern Lily Yuhas

“Octoberfest is the 800-pound gorilla
that moves into our civic living room for
three weeks, and which we try, politely,
to ignore. Puking tourists.  Pickpockets.
Litter. Traffic restrictions. More puking
tourists. Crowded trains, buses and
trams. You can't get a cab.
Restaurants charge double. Tourists
puke some more. I want my safe,
clean, pleasant Munich back. “

BLOGGER:
A late-out
gay guy, just
moved to
Munich for
his job as an
global
strategy
wanker.



INDIA
by Intern Carol Lieb

“It's like a parade of every
vehicle from every century
has reconvened for a slow
crawl in the purple smog
.... bicycles, pony carts,
stray cows and dogs,
pedestrians, cycle
rickshaws, auto rickshaws,
private cars, Ambassador
taxis, trucks, and the
traditional Bengali-style
long boats glide silently
beneath. You begin to feel
very, very small....as well
you should.”

BLOGGER She moved to India in 2002 to
complete her six years' study of the
ancient temple dance, Bharatanatyam.



Wasn’t that fun?
And compelling?
That is just a
sampling of the
irresistible blogger
content we will be
publishing on
globalpost.com that
will keep readers
coming back for
more!


